Case Study on: Rise of an Agripreneur (An Entrepreneur whose main business is Agriculture)

I. Students will be divided into group of 6.
They will do a detailed research on an organic farmer of India.
Each student in the group will be allotted one of the following subjects:
(English/ 2nd language/ Maths/ Science/ Geography/ Economics)

**English: Radio Jockey**
The students will do the activity in pairs. One student will act as reporter and interview the other student acting as the organic farmer. The students will make a video of the interview. The student can prepare the questions and answers of the interview on the basis of the following pointers.
• How and When the person got introduced to the concept of organic farming
• Beginning of a revolution in the life of the person (how it changed the life of the person),
• Challenges faced
• Sharing an anecdote on how he/she overcame the challenges.
**Students can add more relevant points to frame the questions.**
**Interview to be done on Zoom with the virtual background of a farm (for the agripreneur) and of the newsroom (for the interviewer) and to be recorded.**
While interviewing, students to keep the screen on gallery view mode so that both the speakers are visible simultaneously.

**Geography**
* Identify the crops that are grown by the Agripreneur using Organic Farming method.
* State its contribution in saving the major problem of land degradation.

**Economics**
Mention the impact of this organic farming on the economy of the country.

**Maths**
Case study of the income level of the Agripreneur based on the following parameters:
• The average monthly income of the Agripreneur before starting organic farming.
• The average monthly income of the Agripreneur after starting this business.
• Graphical representation of the result.

**Science**
Present the benefits of organic farming practices towards the environmental protection along with economic sustainability.
Students to support their findings with graphics, pictures and diagrams.

**2nd language- French**
Comparison of this organic farming technique with that practised in France.

**Hindi/ Sanskrit**
Write the detailed procedure of the organic farming practiced by the Agripreneur.